REFUGEE INTEGRATION
THROUGH SPORTS
Guidelines for actions, events, methods
involving refugees & local youth into sports

BY ASOCIACIJA “AKTYVUS JAUNIMAS”

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The current refugee crisis has pictured the newly arrived in many ways, most of which are
rather negative. This is especially seen in Lithuania, where media, government and ordinary
people are expressing concerns about refugees taking up ‘scarce’ resources and posing
perceived risks to security. To tackle these issues and promote cooperation between refugees
and locals, 1-year project “Sports Together” has been initiated. The main idea of the project is
to create a sustainable programme for refugee integration through sports and accelerate their
integration process in Lithuania. At the same time, it will help to lower existing fears and
stereotypes towards the refugees.
During the project, local youth will have a chance to solve various issues of the refugee
integration with a special focus on gender equality. With the help of different project’s
activities, both locals and the refugees will expand their social networks. It will also
provide refugees with an opportunity to integrate into the Lithuanian society faster, since the
activities will help them with the local language, culture, traditions, etc.
Objectives of “Sports Together” project: 1) to train local sport volunteers and integration
workers on how to involve refugees into sports; 2) to bridge local sports organisations and
refugee-integration supporters to combine their efforts for refugee integration; 3) to integrate
refugees into the local societies faster by allowing cultural exchange with the local youth; 4)
to promote refugee participation in sports and physical activity by providing them with more
sports options; 5) to provide youth workers with tools & standards for multi-cultural element
in their work; and 6) to lower xenophobia, racism and foster multilingualism among the local
youth.
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begun to take on a form of its own
within the last decade. Lithuania
as a country does not have an
advanced support system for
refugees, which makes it hard to
accept and integrate refugees.
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ABOUT METHODOLOGY
Based on personal experience and the research for good refugee integration through sports
initiatives, a methodology for sports coaches and youth workers was developed. The main
goal of this methodology is to create universal guidelines that could help sports professionals
or volunteers to successfully involve refugees and locals in sports activities. The guidelines
can be used to prepare a pilot program for various integration initiatives by directly engaging
refugees and local communities in grassroots sports. Moreover, methodology aims to improve
knowledge sharing among organisations by providing good integration practices in EU
countries. It includes concrete examples on how to: (1) foster refugee integration through
sports’ events/initiatives and (2) encourage gender equality in sports. In this manual, we use
different terms for the implementation of the methodology.
This methodology is a product of research, therefore, it is important to mention the main
steps on how these guidelines were created. First of all, the literature review was undertaken
to examine the role of sports in assisting the refugee integration in various countries and the
possible challenges that refugees could face in organised sports activities. After collecting
this information, the second part of the research was to determine already existing or
executed initiatives that had a clear aim of refugee integration in EU countries (10 countries
covered under the research). Finally, the main aim was to create guidelines & concrete
recommendations for trainers and volunteers on how to foster refugee integration through
sports events/initiatives.

USING THE GUIDELINES
How the trainer should use these guidelines? The methodology is a broader term that
includes not only one exercise or activity, but, in general, the ways in which one can
promote refugee integration through sports. This manual includes 10 types of sporting
activities that address a specific goal that trainers wish to achieve.
These guidelines for refugee integration through sports include: 1. An introduction to
general barriers and challenges that refugees face during the early integration phase. It is
necessary for a trainer to know more about various cultural differences in order to prevent
misunderstandings before organising any sports events. 2. In order to help trainers, this
methodology provides specific recommendations for organising the events. It can help
trainers to set the “stage” for the practical sports activities and games. Guidelines were
created in order to help to go through the exact steps that trainers might need to take to
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prepare for a better implementation of the refugee integration during each activity.
3. Guidelines include a pilot programme with suggestions for activities, actions & methods
that could be used to promote refugee integration and gender equality. Recommendations
also have suggestions for materials that might be needed in activities to ensure the
promotion of equal rights and experience. In case the specified materials are not available,
they can easily be replaced by whatever is at hand and can serve the purpose.
Every separate sport/action/method has a brief description of how trainers could act. It also
gives tips & recommendations for implementation, where and when applicable. In addition,
the descriptions tell about the foreseen venues, the recommended number of people and
anything else of importance to promote refugee integration, team spirit, and equal rights.
Through these sports initiatives, refugees working together with locals can reduce their
vulnerability and increase their motivation to seek integration in hosting country. The
meaning of icons in the descriptions:

Participants

Venue

Tme required
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DEFINITION OF REFUGEE INTEGRATION
“Integration” is a highly complex and
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contested concept. There is a great deal of
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Therefore, there is no consensus on the

however, require the refugee to relinquish

definition of refugee integration. It is

their cultural identity and integration,

important to stress, however, that

therefore, differs from assimilation. [3] One

integration involves a complex set of

way or another, refugee integration process

interconnected issues. According to the

can be encouraged throughout various

research of Refugee Council and University

initiatives. For example, previously

of Birmingham, refugee integration can be

mentioned two-way integration process

conceptualised as a two-way process

between refugees and local communities

involving mutual adjustment and

could be successfully achieved through

participation on the part of the host society

sporting activities (such as basketball,

as well as by refugees themselves, rather

football, volleyball, frisbee, floorball,

than as a process of assimilation in which

athletics). This way locals encourage

refugees learn to adapt themselves to the

refugees to contribute actively to the social

prevailing culture of the host society. This

life of their country of asylum.

perspective is acknowledged by the
Commission on Integration and Cohesion,
which defines integration as “the process
that ensures new residents and existing
residents adapt to one another” and
emphasizes that “integration ...is not about
assimilation”. Therefore, this definition
usually can cause a series of wider
questions as to how refugees interact
within and have an impact on: the localities
and communities into which they settle;
social networks within these localities and
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REFUGEE INTEGRATION
BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES

LANGUAGE BARRIERS
Language differences can cause some serious challenges for sports instructors who work with refugees or
migrants. These difficulties often can create misunderstandings and force refugees to become more
isolated, hopeless, and anti-social. Usually, newly-arrived refugees are provided with a very short
introductory course of the local language. Moreover, they usually do not have the opportunity to learn
English before coming to Europe. On the other side, many trainers tend to speak too fast for them, to give
explanations that are too long and too complicated or to simply talk in specific words that are unfamiliar
to refugees. The language barrier can also lead to a lack of confidence and unwillingness to participate
in sports events. When working with a mixed (locals and non-locals) group, trainers simply do not have
the time to give extra attention to people who may not understand his/her explanations.

It is recommended that sports trainers or volunteers consider creating
more non-verbal meetings before sports activities, by demonstrating
visually the exercises or whatever it is what they want to teach.
Sports volunteers and trainers should organise more social/networking
events to promote refugee integration.
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CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
As refugees come from very different countries and backgrounds, the cultural differences in the field of
sports are acute. In Lithuania, almost 80% of people consider themselves to be Catholic and the Muslim
refugees face the biggest challenges. Their religious habits may become a problem when playing as a
member of a sports club. Praying five times a day can become almost impossible during intense training
days. Social norms regarding physical contact make Muslims miss out on contact sports. Because of
different social norms, different sports are popular among refugees communities. Face and body
coverings, such as hijab, niqab or burqa may make it difficult for women to participate in physical
activities and discourage them from sports. Moreover, special dietary needs may also become a problem.
Fasting during the Ramadan month makes people lose their energy necessary for sporting. Also, Islamic
dietary laws need to be taken into consideration.

DIFFERENT OUTFITS IN SPORT
As with every big group of people, especially coming from such diverse backgrounds, it can be a
challenge to reach a point at which everyone agrees with a common set of rules. This is true not only
when it comes to discipline during the training, but also to the rules of the game. Social workers
emphasize that refugees coming from the Middle East tend to have a different understanding of time and
are often late to trainings, at least at first. It takes some time for people to get accustomed to a different
lifestyle. The difference of the cultures can cause some issues with sport uniform rules as well. E.g. many
Muslim women are wearing hijab, therefore, usually, they avoid to participate in sports as many uniforms
consist out of shorts and t-shirts. Use of the hijab in sport can seem relatively new for most trainers. But
it can be significant for Muslim women who choose to wear the traditional head covering every day.

Sports trainers or volunteers should try to gather much information about
the countries and culture that the refugees are coming from. Even the small
background on different cultural and religious characteristics could help to
adapt better to the group’s needs. Moreover, information about various
differences (e.g. celebrations, social norms regarding physical contact)
could help one to anticipate any difficulties in the team as well.
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EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN
There is a misconception about female refugees’ interest in
sports. One might think that it would almost certainly not be
a popular leisure activity for this target group, however, as
sports initiatives in Germany, Austria and Finland show, there
is an increasing interest among the refugee women to try and
practice sports. Still, various projects and initiatives targeting
refugees encounter major difficulties when it comes to
reaching females. The same situation exists in Lithuania as
well.
This is even more troublesome when it comes to sports. It is a
complex problem. On one side, refugees come from a
background where it is not usual for women to practice
sports and there are no role-models to look up to. Rare girl or
woman has ever even tried sporting activities. On the other
side, sport, in general, is a male-dominated field, there are
still not that many sports clubs for women and there is a lack
of female sports trainers in Lithuania.

It is important to treat both women and man equally in various sport
activities. However, it is essential to foster their individual initiative that
will encourage them to act more and feel needed. This could be reached by
helping women to find other active female e.g. in sport clubs, member
gatherings.

LACK OF CONTACT WITH LOCAL SPORT
CLUBS
For many refugees relocation to a new country can be a very difficult and challenging process. One of the
reasons for that is a lack of any contacts. Usually, refugees start their life in a new country in refugee
relocation centres. These centres are often quite isolated and the only contact with the outside world
refugees have there is a social worker. Sports clubs and trainers are not necessarily the first contacts
relocated people want to make, especially since they need to take care of the more important things,
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such as receiving the refugee status/getting residence permits or finding a job and a place to live after
moving out of relocation centre. Moreover, there is a lack of communication between refugee centres
and people who could provide sporting opportunities. Therefore, social workers, and, in turn, the
refugees, know very little about existing opportunities for non-locals to play sports.

In order to promote refugee integration, sports trainers or volunteers
should contact social centres that work with refugees. This way more
refugees would know about sporting opportunities and maintain personal
contact with trainers.

LACK OF RESOURCES, TRANSPORT OR
EQUIPMENT
Refugees often have poor financial means, thus, sports clubs/initiatives have to provide everything: all
the necessary equipment, trainers, stadium/field/sports hall, as well as garments and footwear. All this
can become quite a challenge if they lack resources or good relationships with sponsors. If the club does
not have enough equipment, it is forced to dismiss some of the club’s members. Moreover, in places
where there are no transport options, refugees who want to take a part in sports have to walk long
distances in difficult weather. Inconvenient access can become an obstacle preventing willing people
from participating.

In order to provide refugees with needed resources sport trainers or
volunteers should consider contacting sport federations and associations
in order to receive extra funds for equipment or transport. Sport
federations usually can provide with such resources as sporting facilities
for outdoor and indoor trainings.
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PILOT PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES AND
METHODS
"ICE BREAKING" SPORT VOLUNTEERS & REFUGEES MEETING
(29.06.2018)

Description:
During the first years of integration in Lithuania, most of the refugees live in the Refugee Reception Center
located in a small town named Rukla. This centre is 40-80 km from any larger city. The social centre
provides refugees with some basic Lithuanian language, history, and culture courses. Due to this situation,
refugees do not have a lot of opportunities to meet local organisations or sports clubs and build their social
networks.
We believe that it is important to start the promotion of refugee integration by trying to reach these social
centres first. This way migrants that came to host country will feel more welcome and encouraged. Refugee
reception centres host families, single people, women and children, so it is easier to provide activities that
are suitable for everyone and promote both gender equality and integration. Therefore, our team together
with sports volunteers are willing to organise various sports activities suitable for everyone. It’s an amazing
experience to connect with refugees and share different traditions through conversations and sports
activities.
Our recommendation: (Highly recommended activity)
In order to create a successful sports event, you will need 20 sports volunteers from the host country with
a lot of patience and willingness to seek a cultural exchange. We recommend to organise:
Football / Basketball / Volleyball – For active youth or motivated refugees who seek more intense sport
from the beginning. Materials needed - Football / Basketball / Volleyball balls and some blankets in
order to make games more interesting and promote teamwork.
Dance – This is a particularly recommended way to break the ice among shy refugees as this could
create a chance for cultural exchange as well.
Workshop place for women with children – Various workshops, such as drawing or modelling from clay
can encourage women with children to come and participate in the event.

50+
Participants

Rukla Refugee
reception center

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/volunteers-visit-in-rukla/
Photos:
> www.instagram.com/p/BjmjqMRHPQH/?taken-by=refugeeseu

3-4 hours
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CAPOEIRA TRAINING (12.07.2018)
Description:
Considering that the majority of refugees have experienced war and violence, organising such activities as
capoeira can be seen as slightly inappropriate. However, contrary to popular belief, martial arts teach
respect, tolerance and understanding. The Brazilian martial art of capoeira combines fighting, music,
acrobatics and dance, and requires a great deal of stamina. It is known for quick and complex moves, using
mainly power, speed and leverage for a wide variety of kicks, spins and highly mobile techniques. Capoeira
is a perfect activity that can promote equal rights because it can include both women and men. The activity
can be organised in such a way that there is no physical contact as well.
Our recommendation: (Optional activity)
Usually, first months in integration centres can be quite stressful for newly arrived refugees. Therefore, it is
important to help both families and single refugees and provide them with equal sports opportunities. Due
to this reason, our “Sports Together” volunteers and trainers from "Kaunas Capoeira" went to Rukla’s
Refugee Reception Center. This is one of the first places where refugees start their integration process in
Lithuania.
During the training, we created a chance for everyone to dance, sing and experience beautiful Brazilian
Capoeira rhythms. Activity can be more successful if it will involve different gender and age groups.
After this training, a small picnic with locals or volunteers can be held as well. It will create an opportunity
to learn more about each other by sharing funny stories and touching moments.

30+
Participants

Rukla Refugee
reception center

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/sports-together-capoeira-training/
> www.jonavoszinios.lt/naujiena/rukloje-capoeira-pamokos
> www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=70&v=nkF-WSiV7P0
Photos:
> www.facebook.com/media

1-2 hours
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HIKING FOR WOMEN AND MEN (15.07.2018 / 20.08.2018 / 22.09.2018)
Description:
Many refugees who arrive in host countries are usually transferred to various social centres and spend
months waiting for the documentation to get refugee status. Therefore, hiking together with volunteers
helps them to get out of the shared accommodations and to step out of their everyday routine. Even if the
person is not into sports, hiking gives the chance to talk to new people, to make new friends and to feel
welcome in a new country while also learning about the local nature and environment. Hiking can become
quite a useful tool to raise gender equality as well. It is highly recommended to make hikes just for women
as well. During the integration phase, women can feel vulnerable so they need to see the good examples of
how to stay strong. While hiking, refugees and local women could not only get a chance to enjoy nature and
its beauty but also learn more about each other, share life stories and experience.

Our recommendation: (Optional activity)
Learning about the local environment and nature is beneficial during the integration phase for refugees.
Hiking events are much more likely to gather participants during the weekends (on a monthly basis or even
more frequently). It is important to create a route that includes some interesting places with important
stories. Therefore, our sports volunteers set the goal to hike in the forest together with refugees from
Rukla and Pabradė Refugee Reception Centre. During the hike, the people had a chance to experience the
beauty of Lithuanian nature and play some team building games. This is an important part of integration
because during these activities refugees have a chance to learn more about locals by sharing their stories
and touching moments. Organising small picnic during the activity (outside & away from the usual places)
could bring much better results and experience for refugees.

30+
Participants

Vilnius city and Rukla/Pabradė
Refugee reception centers

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/sports-together-hike-in-rukla/
> www.sportstogether.eu/hike/
> www.sportstogether.eu/hike-in-vilnius/
Photos:
> www.facebook.com/pg/refugees.eu/photos/?tab=album&album_id=802950196569502
> www.facebook.com/refugees.eu/posts
> www.instagram.com/p/BoBX3caFSrs/?taken-by=refugeeseu

2-3 hours
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WORLD REFUGEE DAY (20.07.2018)
Description:
20th of June is the day when the world commemorates the strength, courage, and perseverance of millions
of refugees. Held every year, “World Refugee Day” also marks a key moment for the public to show support
for families forced to flee. Therefore, “World Refugee Day” should become one of the most important dates
for both refugees and locals in the host countries. Driven by such motivation, the association "Aktyvus
jaunimas" together with young sports representatives volunteered to participate in “World Refugee Day”
events in Rukla and Kaunas held by Refugee reception centre and 'Lithuanian Red Cross'. During this day,
refugees had a chance to make a traditional Lithuanian salad called “balta mišrainė”. Locals had the
opportunity to learn how to play interesting board games, such as barjees or nard provided by refugees.
Immigrants from Ukraine and Syria shared their stories and their experience living in Kaunas, how it is
similar and different from their hometowns. Moreover, together with the local sports club refugees were
provided with an opportunity to participate in competitive football games as well.
We believe that each participant felt like being a part of a bigger community and strong, long-lasting bonds
were formed during the events. Furthermore, local youth were inspired by the stories of refugees and
gained a deeper understanding of the current refugee situation across Europe and how they can contribute
to defusing harmful situations.
Our recommendation: (Highly recommended activity)
These kinds of events can be beneficial for both refugees and sports instructors because it can provide a
chance to build personal relationships and expand their social networks (can be provided by social
organisations during the event as well). Various initiatives in refugee community houses or centres help
sports trainers to know more about issues that concern the refugees.

50+
Participants

Rukla Refugee reception
center and Kaunas City

4-5 hours

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/world-refugee-day/
> www.sportstogether.eu/world-refugee-day-2/
> www.jonavosnaujienos.lzinios.lt/rukloje-siltai-pamineta-pasauline-pabegeliu-diena/
> www.m.kauno.diena.lt/galerijos/vaizdai/piknikas-prezidenturos-kiemelyje-869318
Photos:
> www.facebook.com/refugees.eu/photos
> www.facebook.com/pg/refugees.eu/photos/?tab=album&album_id=806787432852445&__tn__=-UC-R
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TRADITIONAL DANCE EVENTS (17.07.2018 / 06.08.2018)
Description:
Traditional or folk dances were developed by common people and reflect the life of the people of a certain
country or region. Dance is an enjoyable, healthy and integration-promoting physical activity which many
people worldwide incorporate into their lifestyles today. This activity appeals to some who are not (or
cannot) be very physically active (E. g. seniors) and therefore this may become another alternative of
exercise. It can become significant for refugee’s physical health but it also contributes to one’s social life as
well and subsidizes social communication. Moreover, traditional dance is often a synchronized activity that
can encourage bonding between newly arrived refugees and local communities more than any other
activity. It can encourage refugees to share their cultural differences by learning local’s dances from their
home countries.
All in all, public dance events can provide refugees (families, women, children, elderly) with the absolute
freedom to participate and does not require any specific physical capabilities.
Our recommendation: (Optional activity)
It is better to create such large events in public open-air areas because it can allow everyone to join in.
This is like a natural booster for integration that creates an equal and safe environment. Moreover,
refugees will have more opportunities to meet new people. It is a must for NGO’s and social workers that
seek to promote refugee integration to create such events. Therefore, association’s “Aktyvus jaunimas”
team together with Lithuanian Red Cross' "Centras INLT" and folk dance ensemble "RASA" created an
opportunity for migrants to experience a small but important part of Lithuanian folk culture.

50+
Participants

Vilnius and Kaunas
City

2 hours

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/traditional-dance-lesson/
> www.sportstogether.eu/dance-lesson-in-vilnius/
Photos:
> www.facebook.com/pg/refugees.eu/photos/?tab=album&album_id=831603503704171
> www.facebook.com/www.redcross.lt/photos/pcb.501524146956023/501513063623798/?type=3&theater
> www.facebook.com/pg/refugees.eu/photos/?tab=album&album_id=854915618039626
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WORKOUT & ATHLETICS ACTIVITIES (01.08.2018 / 24.09.2018)
Description:
Basic workout is one of many physical activities (E. g. swimming, running, jogging, walking and dancing)
that can be defined as any movement that makes one’s muscles work and requires your body to burn
calories. Regular exercise can definitely bring a lot of mental and health benefits to refugees. It can help to
improve mood and reduce feelings of anxiety and depression.
We believe that it is important to provide refugees with continuous exercise activities with professional
local sports communities. Various workouts & athletics play a vital role in refugee integration because it
can help to improve nearly every aspect of their life. It can create an opportunity for migrant families to
expand their social networks as well.
Our recommendation: (Highly recommended activity)
To achieve your goal, organise these activities with local sports volunteers, sports clubs and sports
communities that can create an opportunity for refugees to continue practising these sports on their own.
Usually, NGOs that work with refugee integration dot have enough resources to organise such events on
their own. For that reason, it is important to cooperate with government-funded refugee reception &
integration centres (or public health centres). Governmental institutions usually are searching for sports
volunteers that seek to offer various sports initiatives and can provide your NGO with extra resources.
Moreover, events in reception centres are a good entertainment for refugees & a good lesson for the locals.
Due to this reason, association “Aktyvus Jaunimas” together with professional sports volunteers created
an opportunity for refugee families in Rukla Refugee Reception Center and Vilnius to exercise their bodies
and improve their health by using their own weight.
As a general goal during the activity, aim for at least 60 minutes of physical activity and strength exercises
that work all the major muscles (legs, hips, back, abdomen, chest, shoulders and arms).

30+
Participants

Vilnius and Rukla
Refugee reception center

1-2 hours

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/workout-in-rukla/
> www.sportstogether.eu/workout_in_vilnius/
> www.facebook.com/pg/refugees.eu/photos/?tab=album&album_id=886545554876632&__tn__=-UC-R
Photos:
> www.instagram.com/p/Bl8XwX7nCh5/?taken-by=refugeeseu
> www.instagram.com/p/BoHXzm3l4Ca/?taken-by=refugeeseu
> www.instagram.com/p/Bl8YIquntFv/?taken-by=sesiostrim
Videos:
> www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMkjF56k73Q
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SOCIAL BOWLING ACTIVITIES (03/08/2018)
Description:
With the aim to help refugees expand their social networks and to strengthen their connection with local
communities, “Active Youth” Association together with the local youth organised a bowling event in Vilnius.
We believe that bringing people together and providing them with various opportunities for social
interaction is the key element for refugee integration. As one of the oldest sports, bowling is known for its
power to improve one’s mental health and social life as well. Thanks to participants from “VA Caritas
Migrant Integration Program” and all Lithuanian youth during the event refugees were able to “Knock
Down All the Difficulties” that they face in everyday life. It was a nice migrant integration initiative that
provided newly-arrived refugee families, women and men, elderly and children with equal opportunities to
participate actively and gain a sense of belonging.
Our recommendation: (Highly recommended activity)
This type of event can become a key aspect for various social integration programs. However, it is
important to organise such events with the help of social centres that have a closer contact with refugees
and refugee families. Usually, refugee families are used to the same social workers and trust them more.
This means that invited by known person migrants most likely will participate willingly. Moreover, social
workers could encourage more women and, in turn, their children as well to participate in.

30+
Participants

Vilnius city

2 hours

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/bowling-with-active-youth/
Photos:
> www.facebook.com/pg/refugees.eu/photos/?tab=album&album_id=850708741793647

KAYAKING ACTIVITIES (09/08/2018)
Description:
Both canoeing and kayaking involve paddling a small craft through the water. They are low-impact
activities that can help to improve aerobic fitness, strength and flexibility. This sport can become not only a
great workout or a hobby but a great social activity and integration tool as well. Refugees together with
locals can paddle on rivers, lakes and the sea. It is usually so easy to learn and doesn’t require a superb
fitness level from the get-go, kayaking is accessible to everyone. It can help refugees as a great way to
make new friends and expand their social networks. Especially on weekends when they can go after all the
works together with locals on a group kayaking excursion.
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Our recommendation: (optional activity)
Usually, not all the people are used to active sports exercise. Therefore, sports trainers and volunteers
should consider creating more adaptable activities for people of various age and physical condition.
Involving different people from both local and refugee communities can promote better equal rights and
social inclusion. Even though kayaking requires muscle movement, it is a relaxing and stress reducing
activity. If there is no possibility or support for local sports associations/clubs to organise such activities,
trainers can easily replace it with other groups aerobic exercise (e.g. hiking, cycling). As any similar
activity, kayaking can also become a great way to clear one’s mind of all negative thoughts and
experiences during the integration phase.

30+
Participants

Pabradė Refugee
reception center

4-7 hours

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/kayaking/
> www.kertamkampa.lt/2018-08-09-pabegeliu-ir-active-youth-jaunimo-plaukimas-zeimena/
Photos:
> www.facebook.com/refugees.eu/photos

BASKETBALL TRAININGS (03/09/2018)
Description:
Research on good practices of refugee integration through sports show that young refugees and migrants
often choose to participate in informal, unstructured games (E. g. badminton, soccer, table tennis and
basketball) because they have no connection with existing sports clubs. Basketball could become a fun
exercise for refugees because they will have a chance to put the skills into practice. It is popular because it
can be played as a competitive sport or a casual game on the local court. It is also a great way to work out
as it involves using your entire body.
Our recommendation: (Highly recommended event)
Refugees carry a number of experiences and significant barriers that reduce their will to find participation
opportunities in the sports. Those experiences and a lack of English language can hold them back from
engaging in a wider range of activities. This reduces their will to participate in community life as well.
Therefore, it is important to connect with refugees through social workers that help refugees to integrate.
Reaching these contacts can open doors to wider refugee communes and help to provide some activities
for both refugee men and women. It is highly recommended to have some small group meeting after each
training. This non-formal environment will strengthen the team and will help to know more about each
other. Thus, refugees will feel less isolated.
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- Trainer always has to assure warm up and stretch of joints and muscles before the game. Don’t forget to
stretch and cool down after a game as well.
- Basketball is a physically demanding game. It is important to provide plenty of fluids for players so that
they could rehydrate at regular intervals.

30+
Participants

Vilnius city

2 hours

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/basketball/
Photos:
> www.facebook.com/events/1056596741182212/

FIELD HOCKEY TRAININGS (06/09/2018)
Description:
Much like its sister sport played on the ice, field hockey is a great way to fulfil one’s competitive spirit. The
fast-paced nature of the sport makes it a great activity to include in one’s exercise routine. Therefore, it is a
perfect activity that can involve refugees as well. This sport, contrarily to football, requires to use hands
more than the legs. However, you still have to run and run fast! During this activity refugees together with
local sports volunteers will need to transform and adapt their already gained knowledge in order to
succeed. Different sports initiatives can raise some challenges but on the other hand, it can create social
changes in the refugee community. This can bring a lot of benefits and the disadvantaged communities, in
particular, can benefit much from a sport in terms of development and engagement of youth in healthy
ways.
Our recommendation: (optional activity)
Same as football, many field hockey clubs have membership fees because there usually are only a few
stadiums that are suitable for this game. Secondly, field hockey requires some specific equipment
designed to protect players from any direct hits. This usually includes at least a helmet, elbow pads,
mouth and eyes protection. This can bring some unexpected expenses for the players. Therefore, trainers
that organise these events should try to find a way to support refugees afterwards as well.
Field hockey or floorball can attract many refugees as it is similar to the well-known and promoted football
game. One of the best things about field hockey is that it promotes women empowerment as there are
quite a lot of women playing it. Usually, refugee women and girls can hardly find any examples in sports as
in their countries of origin sports is not normally supposed to be part of their lives. This can become a
beneficial activity for refugee women and girls, therefore, we recommend to organise these activities by
gathering as many women as possible. Moreover, touching and simple physical contact between members
of the opposite gender is prohibited in Islam and can cause some serious problems. Therefore, the great
aspect about women team sports is that they can all work together to encourage each other to feel freer
and more open.
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2 hours

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/field-hockey-in-vilnius/
> www.sportas.info/galleries/8048.html
> www.zoles-riedulys.lt/zuvedra
Photos:
> www.lrytas.lt/sportas/startai/2018/09/06/news/isbande-zoles-rieduli-7484253/#foto=7484132

KITE MAKING WORKSHOP (20/09/2018)
Description:
Participation in any type of physical activity can be beneficial for both adults and children. Moreover, it is
important to assure that all the people with refugee background have an equal opportunity to participate.
Due to this reason “Kite making workshop” was initiated. During the event, our sports volunteers together
with social workers from “Caritas” migrant integration project created an opportunity for refugees (e. g.
individual refugees, families, seniors, children) to promote their wellness for bodies and for minds.
Refugees had a chance to exercise their bodies, meet new locals and other refugees. Moreover, families had
a chance to spend some quality time together as well. Even seniors wanted to join in. After the event, many
refugees exchanged their contacts with locals as it was a perfect opportunity to expand social networks as
well.
Our recommendation: (optional activity)
Such activities could be more beneficial if it will be organised together with other organisations that
work with refugee integration (e.g. “Red Cross”, “Caritas”). Usually, it is hard to reach refugees in bigger
towns as they live in closed communities. Therefore, this cooperation with social workers could encourage
more refugees to participate.
Active participation in sport can have positive effects on both physical and mental health. However, we
recommend considering creating events or trainings that promote friendly competition and success for
each participant. This is important as most of the refugees had already experienced negative conditions in
their prior experience (during the asylum phase). Successful participation can boost people's self-esteem.

30+
Participants

Kaunas city

2-3 hours
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Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/kite/
> www.facebook.com/www.redcross.lt
Photos:
> www.facebook.com/pg/refugees.eu/photos/?tab=album&album_id=885320224999165

TABLE TENNIS LESSON (15/09/2018)
Description:
On 15th of September, "Active Youth" Association, sports volunteers and “Red cross” hosted a table tennis
event in Kaunas, where everyone had a chance to take part in all of the training (e.g. warm-up,
competitions and tournaments). This was a perfect opportunity for migrant youth to exercise their bodies
and improve their health. Although this was not some ordinary table tennis game. Youth had a chance to
do professional warm-up prepared specifically for table tennis players. Moreover, people discovered how
our daily household items such as books can be transformed to play this game as well.
We believe that integration is a 2- way process. If you are working with refugees or migrants that need help
to integrate into local society, you should create a warm environment where people could feel like a part of
it. Therefore, even a short game of table tennis will be a fun activity that could be used as a tool to address
people with disadvantaged backgrounds. Moreover, this is a great chance for refugees to meet local sports
clubs and get involved.
Our recommendation: (Highly recommended activity)
Organisations that seek to promote successful refugee integration should consider creating such sports
activities. The main reason is that table tennis clubs usually offer trainings for everyone (e.g. adults and
seniors over 50, women-only, children). Therefore, this can become a great tool to promote equal rights,
women empowerment and social inclusion as well. However, it is important to involve as many locals and
social workers as possible. Because only this active approach of everyone can passively encourage the
changes that organisations want to achieve.

30+
Participants

Press releases & Photos
> www.sportstogether.eu/table_tennis/

Kaunas city

2 hours
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FOOTBALL TRAININGS (27/09/2018)
Description:
It is a fact that football is one of the most common and popular grassroots games among the Syrian
refugees. It also can be used as one of the best ways to connect refugees together with some locals who
share a similar interest in the sport. If carefully managed, football gives them the opportunity to meet,
socialise and make friends with people outside of their social groups. This kind of training can play an
important role in a refugee life as they try to establish a sense of normality in their new host countries and
feel like a part of the local community. This combination of social interaction and physical activity might
significantly boost their emotional, mental and physical health and more importantly, it gives them
something fun to while helping to switch off from the other things happening in their life.
Our recommendation: (Highly recommended activity)
Even though football is a well-known and promoted game by many people in all the world it still can be
hard to find a possibility to play football for refugees. Nowadays many clubs have membership fees and on
top of that people have to pay more fees for a chance to play football in better quality stadiums. This
money issue could be one of the main problems for newly arrived refugees. Therefore, trainers could find
special support or even funding from national football federations and associations. Moreover, NGOs that
seek to promote refuge integration through football could contact local colleges and universities and add
refugees to their teams. Maybe refugees could find a place to play for free together with the exchange
student teams.

30+
Participants

Kaunas city

2 hours

Press releases & links:
> www.sportstogether.eu/night_football/
> www.ssc.vu.lt/naujienos/1229-simtus-studentu-sutraukusi-europos-sporto-savaite-beactive-vilniausaukstosiose-mokyklose
Photos:
> www.facebook.com/pg/refugees.eu/photos/?tab=album&album_id=887963771401477
> www.instagram.com/p/BoPOvVFldB0/
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FINAL SPORT EVENTS (30/09/2018)
Description:
On 30th of September, our sports volunteers organised two final events and symbolically closed our sports
events season. We visited two Lithuanian cities – Vilnius and Jonava.
Here are some of the best moments from the final day of our “Sports Together” project event that took
place in Vilnius. "Active Youth" Association's volunteers and refugees in Vilnius had a chance to participate
in a huge festival together with Pavilnių and Verkių regional park team. During the event, sports volunteers
and Pučkorių community representatives created a chance for refugees and locals to experience many
competitions (apple picking, apple peeling, running) and local traditions by making traditional Lithuanian
“apple cheese” and dancing with “Šakar Makar” folk dance Capella. After the event refugees together with
volunteers shared this new experience in a small hike to the highest part of the park - Pūčkorių exposure.
This was a perfect chance for migrants to strengthen their integration and expand social networks. Because
of equal opportunities, both locals and migrant families had a chance to experience some cultural
exchange.
In the beautiful and cosy town of Jonava, "Active Youth" team together with trainers from "Kaunas
Capoeira" and the people of Jonava had some fun learning the traditional Brazilian martial art. Jonava has
one of the biggest refugee populations in Lithuania which is due to its location next to the Refugee
Reception Centre in Rukla.
Our recommendation: (Highly recommended activity)
Sports trainers and volunteers should consider creating more wider integration opportunities for newly
arrived refugees. It is recommended to organise various large outdoor events together with other local
sport or social communities. This contribution of several organisations could lead to more diverse and
adaptable activities for refugees of various age and physical conditions. Moreover reaching out for the
communities can become a subtle way to encourage support for refugees (e.g. we’ve seen some
communities that gather into one place for the activities but as well welcomed refugees that attended the
activities).

30+
Participants

Vilnius and Jonava
city

Press releases & links:
> www.pavilniai-verkiai.lt/naujienos/prazydo-puckoriu-sodas/
> www.sportstogether.eu/final_event/

Photos:
> www.facebook.com/refugees.eu/photos/?tab=album&album_id=889515731246281
> www.instagram.com/p/BoWP-enFYpH/

3-4 hours

ABOUT AUTHOR
“Sports Together” project s coordinated by Asociacija "Aktyvus
Jaunimas" (Lithuania-based NGO) and has been implementing various
initiatives based on refugee/migrant support.
More project ongoing and implemented projects
can be found HERE.
Asociacija “Aktyvus Jaunimas” is a non-profit organization that unites young
leaders, thinkers, and doers, those who seek change and those who make a
change. Our goal is to create a social, cultural and educational impact on
groups and communities in need.
We do it through organising and getting involved in youth mobility/training; as
well as improving infrastructure and opportunities around us.

MANY PATHS,
ONE GOAL

OUR CONTACTS
www.sportstogether.eu

www.facebook.com/refugees.eu

info@activeyouth.lt

